
 
  
 

Casa da Passarella 
DOC Dão (sub-reigão Serra da Estrela) 
The Dão is south from The Douro Valley, inland towards the Spanish 
border. It’s high country, bound on all sides by mountains, particularly the 
spectacular Serra de Estrela on the Spanish border. Here, wine is grown 
between 400 and 700 metres in cold granitic soils. The mountains protect from continental extremes of 
temperature and also from drenching Atlantic rains – nevertheless rain averages 47 inches, albeit most in 
winter. Summers are mild and dry. 
 

As with most Northern Portuguese wine regions, the Dão is typified by very small land-holdings.  
Dão reds in the past tended towards over-ageing and an over-dependence on oak, but have changed greatly 
over the last two decades. Until the 1990s, production was dominated by complacent cooperatives and the 
resulting wines were tough, tannic and unlovely. There is great potential here for good growing and sensitive 
handling to yield expressive red wines with smooth tannins and natural freshness. 
 

Casa da Passarella was founded in 1892, before Dão was demarcated as a wine region (in 1908), and are 
founders of the region. Casa da Passarella’s founder, Amand D’Oliveira made his fortune in Brazil then 
returned home to found a winery (the eponymous ‘Casa’ is a Brazilian-style pile). Having fallen into disrepair, 
Passarella was acquired by Ricardo Cabral in 2007, and then restored. Talented winemaker Paulo Nunes was 
appointed to renovate the wine program. Nowadays, Passarella is a holding of 100 hectares, 60 of which are 
vine land (much of it around 100 years’ vine age).  
 

There are seven cultivars planted: Encruzado, Verdelho and Malvasia 
Fina whites; Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Jaen and Alfrocheiro reds. 
Handling is traditional, in concrete vats and large old wood, with fruit 
manually crushed by ancient devices. Passarella is in the Serra de 
Estrela – very high, cold and poor soils in the ‘mountain to the stars’, 
the pass separating Portugal from Spain. The climate is Continental, at 
an altitude of 600 metres and allows for long hang times, resulting in 
sleek ripe tannins, excellent acidity and overall freshness. 
 

CASA da PASSARELLA ‘A Descoberta’ Dão Encruzado blend Branco 
Encruzado, Malvasia Fina, and Verdelho are very lightly pressed after brief skin contact. Co-
fermentation after a bit of skin contact takes place in stainless steel before being left on fine 
lees for six months. Bottled straight from tank, no oak ageing.  
This is distinctively Dão, with salty-cold granite minerality heightened by clean and refreshing 
acidity. The palate takes you for a walk through the orchard; white peach and custard apple 

above, melon, wild fennel, and tarragon on the ground beneath. It has weight and texture but is refreshing 
and clean all at once. A testament to high altitude viticulture in this cool, continental region. 
 

CASA da PASSARELLA ' A Descoberta’ Rosado 
This is a dry pink blend of Touriga Nacional and Tinta Roriz, bled from skins, fermented dry and 
aged on lees 5 months in raw concrete. Filled with wild crackleberry herbs, this is an electric 
purpled-pink! Soft earthy berry fruit with a barbed edge. A sensational jangle and clatter of 
herbal cut clears any possibility of fruit cloy. A SMASHER. 
 

CASA da PASSARELLA ‘A Descoberta’ Tinto Colheita 
Made in stone lagares and aged in cement tanks and large old wooden vats, this is a typical Dão 
blend of Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Alfrocheiro and Jaen.  
 

 Supple, fleshy and spicy, with delicate tannin and subtle oak. From the lead-off, cherry-choc 
fruit is replete with Dão granite and laden with wiry dark herbs. It’s fleshy-meaty and mineral-
fresh, round, with good movement and fruit-earth interplay. It has excellent presence in the 
mouth but is not reliant on weight for the show. Wonderfully composed, effortless in affect. 

Gorgeous delicate tannin is the frame, rimming the mouth and allowing the fruit and spicy acid to radiate.  



 

 

A compelling advertisement for varietal blends. 


